In this paper, A heart-throb acquisition technique based on laser self-mixing is proposed. In view of the characteristics of extremely weak vibration of human heart-throb, a multiple reflection method is proposed. The objective of the external cavity is to improve the measurement accuracy by λ / 5. Fringe counting algorithm, A periodic heart-throb is successfully reconstructed. The measurement results show that the root mean square error (RMSE) the reconstructed heartthrob was 0.813 μm at 9kHz sampling rate. In addition, correlation coefficients. And heartbeat were analyzed by this method and conventional photoelectric volume meter (PPG) measurements.
Introduction
With the development of science and technology and the needs of people's daily life production .In order to improve the accuracy of the micro displacement measurement of heart-throb, more and more attention has been paid to the accuracy of the micro displacement measurement.Micro displacement measurement of pulse by photoelectric encoder and digital encoder.It has been widely used in quantity.
Photoelectric encoder is divided into absolute encoder and its encoder according to its counting principle.There are two kinds of incremental encoders, and the absolute encoders can be based on the corresponding corners.The corresponding code is given according to the change; the increment encoder calculates the code according to the calculation.The pulse increment generated by the disk rotation is modified according to a reference number.Angular displacement is obtained. The encoder used in the encoder technology is made up of the structure.It can be divided into contact encoder and optical encoder. Contact knitting.According to the principle, the encoder is a kind of absolute encoder, which consists of a coded disk,Brush and circuit composition. The disadvantage is that the contact between the encoder and the brush will produce.Life friction shortens service life. Incorrect connection of brush and code track.Touch also produces fuzzy output, which may give erroneous results causing errors Poor. There is also an absolute encoder that is optical encoder.It's the basis devices made by optical and optoelectronic principles. Optical encoder consists of light source,The encoder, the optical system and the corresponding circuit are composed of four parts. The device is a kind of mechanical displacement on the output shaft by photoelectric conversion.This is the most widely used Multiple sensors.
Algorithm analysis
The origin of the laser self mixing interference theory to found the laser feedback light can be scattered into the laser cavity. And this part of the reflected light can severely affect the performance of the laser, people how to eliminate the influence of light reflection in the study also found the influence on the laser power law, and gradually formed the theory of laser self mixing interference. The laser self mixing interferometer has the advantages of simple structure, high sensitivity, low cost, wide application range and widely used. Since the position change of mixed interference theory of reflective object in laser cavity and corresponding intensity fluctuation, a fringe fluctuation corresponding to the external cavity reflecting half a wavelength position change, by counting the number of cycles can be measured on the displacement. When the feedback light reaches a certain level, the interference fringes for sinusoidal waveform tilt, consistent tilt direction and displacement direction, due to the interference signals can reflect the displacement of the object, which can distinguish the direction of movement of the object. Based on an analytical steady-state solution, the emitted power P is usually expressed as:
(1) which is amplitude modulated by a periodic interferome-tric function F(φ), whose period is with phase shift of 2π. In Eq. (1), P 0 is the laser power without optical feedback and m is the modulation index; φ is the optical phase shift of the external path with feedback, given by φ =2kL=4πL/λ with k as the wave vector, λ as the wave-length, and L as the variation of optical distance from the laser diode (LD) to the reflector. It is recognized that the phase difference is caused by the external optical path difference.
The origin of the laser self mixing interference theory to found the laser feedback light can be scattered into the laser cavity. And this part of the reflected light can severely affect the performance of the laser, people how to eliminate the influence of light reflection in the study also found the influence on the laser power law, and gradually formed the theory of laser self mixing interference. The laser self mixing interferometer has the advantages of simple structure, high sensitivity, low cost, wide application range and widely used. Since the position change of mixed interference theory of reflective object in laser cavity and corresponding intensity fluctuation, a fringe fluctuation corresponding to the external cavity reflecting half a wavelength position change, by counting the number of cycles can be measured on the displacement. When the feedback light reaches a certain level, the interference fringes for sinusoidal waveform tilt, consistent tilt direction and displacement direction, due to the interference signals can reflect the displacement of the object, which can distinguish the direction of movement of the object. In Xobs observations, the X model has some reference value, while Xcorr is calculated using the algorithm in the literature [17] :
The estimation of the cross covariance of R xy (n) is defined as
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and Among them, x(k) is the data sample of heart-throb obtained by PPG and Y (k), which is the data obtained by SMI to reconstruct heart-throb. N is the length of two sequences of x(k) and y(k).
Self mixing interference system device are shown in Fig.2 . [18, 19] . Fig.2(a) shows Schematic diagram of the proposed experimental setup; Photograph of the experimental setup as shown in Fig.2(b) . The L output beam of the laser is returned to the laser cavity by the T part of the external reflection and mixed with the intracavity beam. The light intensity of the laser is detected by the detector D [3] . When the external reflection object changes the position of the half wave length, the laser will produce an output power stripe change, and when the optical feedback reaches a certain level, the power stripe is quasi sawtooth wave shape. The dip direction of the sawtooth wave is related to the moving direction of the object. This feature can be used to determine the direction directly.
The L output beam of the laser is returned to the laser cavity by the T part of the external reflection and mixed with the intracavity beam. The light intensity of the laser is detected by the detector D [4] . When the external reflection object changes the position of the half wave length, the laser will produce an output power stripe change, and when the optical feedback reaches a certain level, the power stripe is quasi sawtooth wave shape. The dip direction of the sawtooth wave is related to the moving direction of the object. This feature can be used to determine the direction directly. Comparing Fig.2(b) with Fig.2(c) , the fringe numbers of the arterial pulse wave are 56 and 110 in the premier 0.1 s.
The theoretical results show that the self mixing interference and cavity position change of reflective object corresponding to the laser intensity fluctuation, a fringe fluctuation corresponding to the external cavity reflecting half a wavelength position change, by counting the number of cycles of displacement measurement.
When the feedback light reaches a certain level, the interference fringe is tilted like sinusoidal waveform, and the tilt direction is consistent with the displacement direction of the object. Because the interference signal can reflect the direction of the object displacement, the direction of the object can be distinguished. In addition, the displacement vector can be measured directly by the displacement interference signal when the system is in bistablestate. Fig.2 Measured SMI signals in the case of (a) naked fingernail, (b) a thin mirror on the fingernail and (c) an external reflecting mirror As three curves shown in Fig.3 , the reconstructed signals with λ/2 resolution and λ/4 resolution are well superposed. The laser diode model used in this experiment is QL65D5SA. Because the wavelength of laser is related to its working temperature to a certain extent, it is usually QL65D5SA.The visible light output wavelength is 25, P = 650nm, and the optical power output is 5mW, rated voltage is 2.2V, rated current is 28mA. So here the driver chip for laser diode is WLD3343, WLD3344.2.2A laser diode driver, driving circuit as shown in Figure 3 , the VSET pin is calculated according to the set to 2V, the remaining parts of sliding rheostat resistance can be calculated according to the chip data obtained.
As shown in Figure 4 , with the current flowing through the rotation of the Pulse to the right when the laser diode reflectors by AD620 amplification, the self mixing interference fringes as saw tooth wave shape, sawtooth wave shape is obtained by the semiconductor laser in the bistable case secondary feedback level. 5(a) shows, when the Heart beat with reflective stickers rotate, the laser self mixing interference produces interference fringes, and the saw tooth wave inclination direction corresponds to the wheel rotation direction. The reflected light scatters to the laser due to the distance of the reflected object moving half a wavelength.Power changes caused by mixing the cavity and mixing with laser. From Fig.5(b) , The corresponding external object moves about half a wavelength, and the experimental waveform produces a stripe change. According to this, the displacement of external object can be measured or measured, and the resolution is half wavelength with laser self mixing. Due to the laser diode wavelength lambda, P = 650nm, the resolution of the system is the rotation arc length corresponding to a self mixing interference fringe.
In this paper, the principle of photoelectric encoder is introduced in this paper. The accuracy of the self mixing laser displacement measurement is compared with the calculation accuracy of the universal 1000 wire encoder. The n = 1000, the radian corresponding to a pulse = pi / 500, the distance traveled by the wheel is equal to the beta = R / 500, so the resolution of the photoelectric
encoder speed measurement system is at this time.
If the value of R is 0.01M, the corresponding distance of each pulse generated by the encoder is about 0.0628mm. 
Conclusion
Laser self mixing interference measurement technology is a new interferometer counting. It has simple structure, high resolution and high performance price ratio. This experiment adopts the self mixing interference fringe counting method based on micro displacement measurement, the experiments show that using the self mixing laser displacement measurement resolution of half a wavelength of the laser, the experiment due to the wavelength, P = 650nm, the laser self mixing experiment to achieve a resolution of about 10 m. Compared with the traditional 1000 wire photoelectric encoder, the resolution 0.0628mm can be greatly improved, and it can be adapted to the measurement of micro displacement with high precision in various situations. There are many defects and deficiencies in this experiment: using laser self mixing interference counting to measure the displacement, we must first ensure that the wavelength of the laser can be stable, so that the drive circuit can provide a stable voltage and current to the laser diode. This requires higher laser operating temperature.
It is necessary to provide a stable self feedback temperature control circuit for the laser. At this point, there is still a great room for improvement in this experiment.
